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DISTRIBUTION OF NORM&G CCMPONENT OF INDUCED VELOCITY
IN LATERAL PLANE OF A LIE?KENGROTOR
By Walter Castles, Jr., and Howard L. Durhsm, Jr.
Values of the nondtiensional normal component of.induced velocity
in the lateral plane of a uniformly loaded lifting rotor sre given in the
form of graphs and tables. The values were computed by use of the Biot-
Savart relation using the assumption that the wake vortex distribution
consists of a uniform, semi-infinite elliptic cylinder.
The necessary auxiliary equations are given so that the graphs or
tables of the induced velocity ratios ~ be used to estimate numerical “
values of the normal component of induced velocity end the associated
flow angle in the lateral plsne of my givemrotor or set of laterally
disposed rotors.
The values of
tudinal plane of a
subsequently found
INTRODUCTION
the normal component of induced velocity in the longi-
lifting rotor were presented in reference 1. It was
that the results of reference 1, which were co?mmted
for a wake vortex system consisting of a uniform, &mi-infinite, eiliptic
cylinder, were in reasonable agreement, for the higher speed flight con-
ditions, with experimentally deterdned values of the nduc d velocitie
and induced angles. (See ref. 2 f~r~=le. )
_.+..#&.*~’&’LL._
The present report extends the work of reference 1 to the dis-
tribution of the values of the nozmal ccmponent of induced velocity in
the lateral plane of a lifting rotor. h the -lysis of reference 1 and
that presented herein it is assumed that the wake vortex distribution
corresponds to the limiting case of the wake behind a uniformly Iosded
actuator disk as the ratio of the nomal ccmponent of the induced velocity
to the free-stream velocity becomes vanishingly small. Since it was found
that the first of the double integrations involved in the application of
the Biot-Savart relation to the wake vortex system could be performed
explicitly snd since a digital ccmputer ws.savailsble for the required
second numerical integration, the methcd used to compute the tables of the
present report differs from that of reference 1.
















coefficient-of cosine term in Fourier series for blade
flapping angle measured with respect to plane of zero
feathering, or coefficient of -sin V in equation for
blade angle-measuredwith respect to plane of r.otatia






distance along wake measured frcm rotor disk




rbiiiuso&point P from Z- or rotor axis
length of radius vector from vortex element to point P




normal cmponent ofiinduced velocity at center of rotor
velocity of helicopter along flight path
normal component of induced velociw at point P
X,Y,Z coordinates of a wake vortex element

















slope of linear approximation to curve
normal component of induced velocity
of rotor as used to obtain value of/(v,/QR)= (-v/m) + y%
angle of attack of rotor
angle of attack of rotor






plane of zero feathering
plane of rotation
YZ- or lateral plane measured
between resultant of longitudinal and vertical component
of local velocity and plane parallel to rotor plane of
rotation
induced,flow smgl.eat point in lateral plane,
ts31-qv@ CQS %)
strength of vortex sheet per
azimuth angle of wake vortex
A=(V sina -
&=(vsinq




unit length along wake
elemsnt measured from upwind
b = V cos ~/flR
P air density
x wake angle measured between positive Z- or rotor axis and
axis of wake
$ (azkth angle of point P X&jYo~Zo) measured from downwind
or positive X-direction
Q angular velocity of rotor blades
\
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ANALYSIS
Assuming that the wake vortex distribution consists of a uniform
semi-infinite elliptic cylinder corqosed of ring vortex elements lying
in planes parallel to the rotor disk, the ratio Vi/v of the nornml
( )compone~t of induced velocity at a point P XO,YO,ZO to that at the cen-
ter of the rotor is (the derintion is given in the appendix)






1 + r. cos(~ - 0)
1 -i-ro2 + 2.2 + 2ro cos(~ - e)
(~+mrocos~+mcose )/’I-1-m2
For points in the XY- or lateral plane ot the rotor for which
90°, equation (1) reduces to
where
A’ =l+ro sine









Since the integral of equation (2) cannot be evaluated In terms of
.
elementary functions, the integration for the present report was carried
.-
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. out with the assistance of a digital computer setup to use the trapezoidal
rule with 180 eqpally spaced increments in El. This procedure appears to
provide an accuracy of better than Al in the
.
answers except for a few of the points which
boundary.
RESULTS
third decimal place of the
lie very close to the wake
The computed values of the induced velocity ratio Vi/v for a rec-
tangular grid of points lying in the-XY- or lateral plane of the rotor
and extending two rotor radii above and below and three-radii laterally
are given in tables l(a) through l(e) for wake ugles of X = 45°, 63.43°,
759970) @19290> ~d 90°j or tan X = 1, 2, 4, 10, and m, respectively.
Values of Vi/v on the lateral axfs of the rotor for these same wake
angles are given in table 2.
Figures 2(a) through 2(e) show plots of constant values of Vi/v
. obtained by interpolation from table 1.
The velocity ratios are symmetrical about the XZ- or longitudinal
. center plane of the rotor and consequently are given only for one side
of the bteral or XY-plane. Similarly, the values of Vi/V are given
only for wake angles in the first quadrant, or o~x~ 9(30. me ~lues
for wake angles in the second qua&rant, or 900~X~18@,m.ybe
obtained by referring to the table or graph for the angle (l~” - X)
and using the value of Vi/v for the point having the negative of the
Z-coordinate of the point in question (i.e., on the opposite side of the
rotor).
The values of the induced velocity ratio Vi/v on the lateral axis
of the rotor are shown in figure 3. It is seen that the assumption of a
uniform skewed cylinder for the wake vortex structure gives a constant
value for the no-l component of the induced velocity on the lateral
rotor di-eter.
APPLICATION OF RESULTS
Following the procedure given in reference 1 the value of the nor-
mal component of selfinduced velocity v at the center of a rotor can
be calculated from the equation
l
.
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and the associated wake angle from the equation
for X < 90°,










> 0. The value of V~/v at
P(yo,zo) in the lateral plane and thus the value of Vi
for the computed values of v and X can then be obtained by interpola-
tion sxcmg the graphs of tables.
The normal component-of induced velocity Vi at-a point F(yo,zo) in
the commn lateral plane of a set of-laterally disposed rotors may be
approximated by taking the algebraic sum of the components of vi at P
induced by each individual rotor.
-—
Tne flow angle ?Ozo ()at P yojzo measured between the resultant
of the local longitudinal and vertical components of velocity and a plane
parallel to the tip-path plane is ---
.-
[
Vsin~- (Vf)l - (vi)’ - (Vi)n - l . .
~ozo - tan-l 1 (6) lv COB ~
.
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. and the local induced angle is
(q) ‘- m+ (vi)2+ (Vi)n+ . . .yozo v Cos 0+ (7)
where ()‘i l,2,n denotes the increments from the individual-rotors of
the set.
!l%evariations in the normal component of induced veloci~ along
the lateral diameters of a pair of closely spaced side-by-side rotors
are large and will have a significant effect on the equilibrium value
of al and the tip-stti-ldmited top speed. The terms for a linear
lateral induced velocity variation of slope y were included in the
equations of reference 3 for the equilibrium values of the parameters.
Consequently, an estimate may be obtained of the effects of the total
lateral induced velocity variation by including the effects of the inter-
ference components in the y-terms of the appropriate equations of
.
reference 3.
. For a pair of eqyally loaded, closely spaced rotors rotating with
their advancing blades adjacent and operating in the higher speed flight
conditions, it follows from the equation for y in reference 3 and from
the slope of the Vi/y
and 2.8 h figure 2(d)
distribution between the points at ~/R = 1.2
that
. (8)
~ the retreating blades are on adjacent sides of the rotors, the inter-
ference gradient is in the opposite direction and
For many purposes, the increment or decrement in
of al may be obtained with sufficient accuracy
(9)
the equilibrium value
from the relevant terms











The distributions of the nolme.1component of induced velocity in the
lateral plane of a lifting rotor that-are given in the present report were
computed for a wake consisting of a uniform semi-infinite skewed vortex
cylinder. !I!hisassumed wske vortex distribution corresponds to the
limiting case of the wake behind a uniformly loaded actuator disk as the
ratio of the normal.momponentrofthe induced velocity to-the free-stream
velocity becomes vanishingly small. Consequently, the results of the
present report can be considered to be only a first approximation for the
flow about an actual rotor with nonuniform loading operating in the higher
speed flight conditions. .
For the lower speed flight conditions where the tiduced velocity is
of the same order of magnitude-as the free-stream velocity, the discrep- -“—
ancies between the computed values of Vi/v, where Vi is the normal
component of the induced velocity at point P and v is the normal.com-
ponent of the induced velocity at-the center of the rotor, and values
for an actual rotor are probably larger than for the higher speed flight
condit:Lons. Some jud~nt should therefore be exercised in the engi-
neering application of the result~ of this report-~
—
Georgia Ihstitute of !I?ecbnology,
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DE~TION OF. V@
It is shown in reference 4 that the three components of velocity u,
v, and w induced in the X-, Y-, and Z-directions at a point P(%,Yo, ~)
by a single isolated reentrsnt vortex filament of strength k and
length S are
r’(dyzo-z dz Yo )-Y W“’&. Z5T-7ET (R’)2
k
J(




‘=~ o U R’ M R’ (R’)2
k
J(









dS element of vortex fil~nt tith coordinates X, Y, and Z
R’ length of radius vector from ( )dS to point P ~>yo}zo
Referring to figure 1, which shows tk geometry of the assumed wake
vortex distribution, it is seen that for an elementary vortex ring of









R rotor or wake radius









% radius of point P(~,Yo,~) from Z- or rotor axis .
+ azimuth angle of point P measured from downwind or positive
X-direction
R’ length of radius vector from vortex element
that is, “(R’)2= (X- &J2+ (Y- YO)2 -1-
.—
M to point P,
(Z-%)2
1 =zEecx= Z~l + m2
Thus, from the geometry and
ity w induced at P(Xo,Yo,~)
7 d2 iS
equation (A3), the
by the wake vortex
Z-component of veloc-
element-of strength
1Iq X. -xcose- (Yo- ‘bine R d’W=*O (R’)3 1 (A4)
where 7 is the line integral about a unit length of the wake vortex
sheet tsken in a path parallel to the wake axis; the sign has been
reversed so that’~ is positive for points inside the circular axis
of the ring.
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. Sunming up the increments in velocity induced at P(~,Yo,~) by
the wske vortex elements, the resultant normal component of induced
velocity Vi at P is
.
mJv 2fivi=L 4YCO0 [ (% - +0s e - (Y. - Y)Sin :(R’)3 R de d2 (As)
Upon making the previously listed substitutions for ~, X, Yo, Y,
R’, and Z and dividing all.lengths by R, equation (A5) may be reduced
to
HYF wvi=~ 2fi (A + az)de dz00 (C+ bz + cz2)3/2
where
A =l+rocos (~-e)
c = l+ro2+zo2+2rocos(~ -e)
a = -m cos e
















~ setting r. = 20 = O in eqyation
NACA TN 3841
.
(A7), iti~ be shown that
value of the normal component of induced velocity v at the cen-






value of Vi given by equation (A7) by the value of v
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,- . TABLE 1.- mm-Iowv- OF NORMAL Cmmmmr OF ImmED VEmcJm Vi/v
~~_-OF~~~R
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~ IATERALPIAMEOF IJTIKUW~R - Continued
.
Vi/v for values of RJR of -
%JI’R
o 0.1 0.3 o.~ .0.7 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0
-2.0 O.K% om105 0.102 O.og 0.0$3 0.080 0.
T
0.064 0.0% 0.044 0.036 0.028 0.022 0.016 0.o12 0.008 0.005
-1.8 .126 .Iq .121 .114 .103 .Ogl .08 .O-(1 .05!3 .046 .036 .oq .019 .014 .009 .005 .0Q3
-1.6 .1X .l~ .146 .136 .K!l .105 .096 .078 .61 .047 .034 .024 .OI.6.010 .035 .002-.001
-1.4 .N% .185 .178 .163 .14.4 .121 .109 .085 .063 .045 .031 .019 .O11 .W .000 -.a)3 -.a15
-1.2 .232 .250 .220 .2M .1P .M .IJ?3 .Ogl .063 .041 .024 .o12 .003 -.tm2 -.0C6 -.CX)9~:g
‘::: “;; iii ???! !; !Z ii % % % -% :!5 :2 %+ % % :% ::E-.6 :4$6
-.4 .629 .626 .fm .545 .440 .2-p .175 .022 -.047 -.059 -.068 -.(%3 -.057 -.OW -.ok5 -.OM -.035
-.2 .&w .802 .* .743..643 .378 .l~ -.X9 -.lfl-.135-Sill-.og2-.q7 -.65 -.0% -.048-.042
0 l.om 1.0201.002l.coo1.0021.000----- -.500-.300-.2M -.152-.u8 -.095-.078-.065-.o~ -.m
.21.1$ 1.1981.2151.2571.3581.424-1.19 -.648-.376-.249-.lD -.136-.108-.087-.072-.til-.052
.41.377.1.3731.4011.460 .045-.376 -.4g ..463-.341-.247-.lgll-.143-.113-.092-.077“.@55-.055
.6 .4% .482 .415 .@ .C%4-.1% -.236-.289-.261-.=3 -.ln -.137-.I.I.2-.093-.078-.066-.057
.8 .375 .569 .31.8.~8 .Op -.059 -.113-.174-.185-.tig-.146-.I.24-.1o5-.089-.076-.65 -.0%
1.0 .293 .288 .&o .179 .0e6-.~ -.046-.1o1-.125-.127-.llg-.106-.094-.082-.073.-.@+ -.055
1.2 .232 .Z28 .201 .lZ .0% .020 -.009-.055-.081-.Q.2-.093-.088-.081-.073-.M5 -.058-,052
1.4 .186 .184 .~64 .128 .082 .Oyl .Ou -.025-.0% -.064-.qo -.wj’l-.W -.63 -.058-.053-.o~
1.6 .1P .l’y).1* .11o .o~ .041 .a?k-.@% -.028-.(!43-.o~ -.055-.0% -.054-.0 -.047-.044
0?1.8 .ti .- .114 .~5 .~ .044 .031 .ocq..013-.027-.037-.042-.@#+
-.045-. 3 -.~l -.039

























m.BIiE1.- KnmmEmnomL VAIUESOF NOR44L CcMmmm? OFmoutmvmxlm Vip
IUIATERAL PIAIVEOFLIFTIIWFHIUR-Continued
(c) x = tan-14
























0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7
0.1050.102o.o~ 0.086
.IZ5 .121 .IJ.2.100
.151 .145 .133 .I.16
.185 .lm .lfb .137
.230 .21.8 .1% .163
.291 .274 .241 .196
.373 .39 .305 .239
.442 .454 .3* .9
.625 .~ .~ .403
.802 .782 .732 .6C9
1.0001.000l.om 1.030
l:;; l.m 1.283 .394
.l@ “2$ “;? “%
.377.:334 :260 :155
.289 .262 .20g .137
.22g .xlg .172 .122
.@! .170 .143 .108
.l~ .140 .K1 .1$%
.125 .n7 .103 .085




























































































































































!WILE 1.- I?3RD3141iWSIOiWI VM.LIH OF iWl17ML CQ6POHEW OF IHllKXD VEUX!ITY Vi/v



























































































































for time of IL/R of -
1.2
!
~.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2





















.041 .027 .016 .W .om







































































































TABLE 1.- NUNDIMENKIONAL VALUESOFIWIWL CCWMEIW!OFIMMJCEOVELCCITYVi/v
lNLWERU HANE OFLIFTIMGROTOR- Concluded
(e) X = tan-b


















































1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
).(%20.0490.0% 0.024o.olk
.(%8 .Oyl .034 .020 .009
lqk .Oy..031 .014 .001




















2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0
.0.001-0.005-0.009-o.o12-0.013
-.007 “.01.I.-.015 -.017 -.018
-.015 -.019 -.oz?l-.023 -.023
-.025 -.028 -.029 -.029 -.029
-.038 -.039 -.OX -.037 -.035
-.053 -.051 -.048 -.045 -.041
-on -.(%5 -.oy3 -.052 -.047
-.089 -.O@ -.068 -.cka -.053
-.1(% -.089 -.076 -.ti5 -.057














































































































Figure 1.- Geometry of wske vortex system.
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1.0 rf
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~ <20/ I \ \ \ -.15 -. I
w I/It II \ l\ h \ /
\ I -.15\ _ /’
I
-.05
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 22 24 2.6 2.8 3.0
1.4I I / II II \ l\ l\r
I
I 1.10 /! .051 oh
‘“8I-WFH-F
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
W%
(a) Wakeangle = 45° m x = t~-ll..
Figure 2.- Lines of constant values of nondimensional normal component of
. induced velocity Vi/v in lateral plane of lift= rotor.
































0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1:0 1.2 1.4 1-6 1.8 2.o 2.2 2.4 = M 3.0
RJR
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(c) Wake angle = 75.970 or X = tan-lk.
Figure 2.- Continued.
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20 /
o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 22 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0
RO/R
(e) Wake angle. 90° or X = t~-zmo
Figure 2.- Concluded.
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Figure 3.- Values of Vi/v on lateral axis of rotor.
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